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Our partners

Whether the sun is shining outside or not, there’s a definite spring in the step 
of exhibitors at the first Textile Forum of 2016.

As the pundits are not predicting a significant increase in consumer spending 
on apparel in 2016, it is going to be another competitive year for  fashion 
retailers, which will impact on the designers and brands supplying them. 
However, there is still a thirst for innovative quality designs and at Textile 
Forum we hope to make fabric sourcing decisions easier than ever.

In this edition of TEX, which includes a floor plan and contact details for all our 
exhibitors, we have a mix of stories designed we hope will delight and inform 
you. A digital version of our magazine is also available to download from our 
website, where you can also find more details about all our exhibitors. 

We hope you enjoy our show and if you would like to be featured in TEX, or 
indeed, want to participate in the October Textile Forum (12-13 October 
2016), please get in touch.

Happy fabric sourcing.

Best wishes

Linda Laderman
Co-founder and organiser Textile Forum

Our charity
Textile Forum is delighted to continue supporting  the Fashion & Textile Children’s 
Trust. Whether you’re a start-up or an established business, have three employees 
or 300, FTCT helps families that are in tough financial spot. I hope you will visit the 
team on the FTCT stand during the show by our refreshment area on the first floor 
and read about FTCT on the inside backcover.
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4. James Hare
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6. Carrington Fabrics
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10. Bella Tela
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13. Holland & Sherry
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15. Bernstein & Banleys
16. Alan Litman
17. Holland & Sherry
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TEX   the fabrics
1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

1  A W Hainsworth & Sons  2  Alan Litman   3  Anbo Textiles  4  Belinac of France  5  Bella Tela  6  Bennett Silks  7  Bernstein & Banleys  8  Bradshaw & Bradshaw 

9  Carrington Fabrics 10 Chrisanne Clover 11 Cluny Lace  12 Colin Desreumaux  13 Darquer/Groupe Noyon 14 Denholme  15 Dugdale Bros

13 14 15
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16 17 18

25 26 27

22 23 24

19 20 21

16 Forest Digital  17 Forster Rohner  18 G H Leathers  19 Graham Smith Fabrics  20 Hand & Lock 21 Henry Bertrand  22  Holland & Sherry 23  Interstiss   

24  James Hare  25  Jones and Co 26  José Maria Ruiz  27  Joseph H Clisshold  28  Laurent Garigue  29   Jane Makower Fabrics  30  Marco Lagattolla

28 29 30
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TEX   the fabrics

37 38 39

31  Michael’s Bridal Fabrics  32  National Weaving 33  Nunoya  34  Offset Warehouse 35  Partap Fashion Fabrics   36  Pongees  37  Ramon Santaeularia
38  R A Smart 39  Ringhart Fabrics 40  Ruffo Coli Tessuti 41   Sanmartin  42    Schwarzschild Ochs   43  Solstiss   44  Tiss et Teint   45   Yuwa Shoten Co

31 32 33

34 35 36

40 41 42

43 44 45
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Once designers have found the fabric and the 
trimmings, the next decision is to source the 
manufacturing.

While Britain is no longer the manufacturing tour 
de force it used to be, garment  factories can be 
found in pockets across the country, providing 
the opportunity to source both volume, small runs 
and sampling production. In this article we focus 
on  London-based Plus Samples, the first garment 
producer to exhibit at Textile Forum. 

As demand for a top quality clothing make increased, particularly from start up London 
designers, Nailya decided to set up Plus Samples in 2010, from a small studio in Neasden and 
has recently moved to larger premises in Willesden. 

“We set out to work with  ‘difficult’ fabrics and style features that are often too complex for 
other factories to handle; we like the challenge,” explains Nailya, who specialises in men’s and 
women’s soft tailoring, soft separates and lightweight silk and jersey fabrics.

As the business has grown Plus Samples now offers pattern cutting and grading, as well as 
producing first samples to runs of 200 garments.

“It is often not just as simple as taking a designer’s pattern and fabric and thread  
up the sewing machine and turn out a sample in a few hours,” says Nailya. “We frequently have 
to sit with a designer and interpret their designs to make it possible to produce it, advising on 
fabric and style detail. While sample making is one of the most expensive of processes it can 
save money in the long run, provided, of course, it is produced by a technician with the relevant 
experience to anticipate and correct unforeseen problems. 

“Good communication with the designer is important as is attention to detail, coupled with a 
wealth of technical knowledge.”

Making it in London
TEX   garment manufacturing
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TEX   news
Embroidery experts
Among the first-time exhibitors is Hand & Lock, the famous embroiderers, 
whose work can be found within the collections of the top couture houses 
and  bespoke military outfits created by Savile Row tailors. The company 
will be displaying samples of its intricate handwork and also looking to 
secure entries for its international embroidery competition to discover 
next generation embroidery designers.

It will also be selling military standard laces and braids in both gold and 
silver as well as a selection of couture embroidery starter kits.

Personalised prints
Carrington Fabrics has launched a 
collection of digital prints that are bright 
and bolder than those that appear in the 
John Kaldor collection.

Buyers can select from a range of base 
cloths and enlarge the designs to create a 
“bespoke” fabric.

Silk student design contest 
launched

To support the competition and inspire the collections, Pongees created 
fabric swatches to complement Jigsaw’s autumn palette and show the range 
of silk crepes, satins and tulles that are available.
 
 

In brief: 
Basinghall has rebranded as Gallia Textiles ….BAFTA celebrated 
costume design this year and so does Textile Forum with designs from 
students at Nottingham Trent University decorating our foyer…..thanks 
to the Fashion Retail Academy for organising students for helping on 
reception  ….Diary date: the next Textile Forum is 12-13 October 2016.

A celebration of cottons
Congratulations to Holland & Sherry, which is celebrating its 180th 
anniversary this year. The company continues to delight and surprise 
its customers with the introduction of new qualities and for spring/
summer 2017 claims a “world first”.

It has blended its exclusive Monadh Saxon merino wool with silk. 
The Monadh (Gaelic for moorland) sheep are bred and shorn in the 
Highlands of Scotland, unlike traditional merino which is sourced from 
Australia and New Zealand. This results in a premium fibre with unique 
characteristics and limited supply. 

Another first for the company is a collection of double faced 
cottons.“The colourful chequerboard designs will work well for casual, 
unstructured garments,” says Holland & Sherry’s Lindsay Taylor. “A 
more contemporary, formal look can be achieved by edging the 
inside panel seams with a contrasting colour, making it applicable for 
bespoke tailoring, the sector in which we have built our reputation.”

Dancing to a new tune
Chrisanne Clover is the new business 
that combines that of Chrisanne and 
Crystal Clover, two companies that 
initially made their mark in providing 
fabrics for the modern ballroom and 
Latin dancer. The new business means 
an even greater choice of fabrics, 
trimimings and crystals for fashion 
and couture houses worldwide.

Visitors to Textile Forum will be able 
to see an extended colour selection, 
including the introduction of cobalt 
blue across many of the options, 
including  stretch lace and guipure. 
There are now  48 shades in the Lycra 
card and more colours within the 
Slinky selection.

Jigsaw’s current collection features  Pongees 
fabric (model right)

Jigsaw is participating in a joint 
venture with the British Fashion 
Council (BFC) and Pongees, to 
give students the opportunity to 
design a capsule range of silk 
evening wear.

The BFC Colleges Council has 
invited university course leaders in 
fashion design from across the UK 
to nominate one stand out graduate 
collection to be put forward to 
compete for a prize of having a 
design included in Jigsaw’s autumn 
collection that goes on sale in 
September.
 
The competition focus is on 
exceptional design, fabric selection 
and innovation within fashion. 
Students have been asked to 
thinkabout “the beauty of things 
made by hand, such as sculpture”-  
one of themes that has 
inspiredJigsaw’s designers. 
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In the last decade, as if from nowhere, the market for 
ethical products in 2015 was suddenly worth 
£38bn*. Reflecting this, eco fashion has shed its 
reputation for being dull, limited and itchy, and 
has emerged as fashion-forward, exciting and 

surprisingly well-priced - commanding a market which 
is a staggering 25 times bigger than 15 years ago. 
First-time exhibitor at Textile Forum, Offset Warehouse is 
facilitating this shift, developing and supplying a range of organic, 
hand-crafted and fairly-sourced fabrics, trims and threads from 
across the globe. 

Its founder Charlie Ross says that what most delights her about 
this revolution is the opportunity it has spawned to bring fabrics 
crafted from new and unusual materials to a wider market.
“Not many people are aware that bamboo, soy, hemp, jute, recycled plastic bottles (RPet) – and 
even banana plants can be used to make beautiful textiles,” she explains. “It’s a really exciting 
time to be in the industry and we’ve been blown away by the interest in these fabrics.”

“What’s so special about these new eco fibres is that,  in the example of our banana fabrics, for 
example, a whole new sustainable and eco industry has been created from a by-product - the 
banana stalk - in a vertically integrated factory. “The bananas are grown in fields behind the 
factory; the fruit is harvested and the waste product processed and eventually woven into a 
beautiful fabric, all on the same site,” explains Charlie. 
 
“But one of the main advantages of these new industries is that they provide a living wage for 
the people who work in them, and that’s very important to us. We try to ensure that everything 
we sell has been manufactured in a fair, honest and sustainable way.”
There is a huge range of ethical textiles, in a variety of weights and colours, suitable for all types 
of applications. There are extremely fine, untreated, silk chiffons to heavyweight, hemp canvas. 
“Some of our most popular lines are our banana and recycled polyester. Our banana fabric is 

constructed from thicker yarns and so has a more substantial weight and slubbier texture. It’s 
ideal for heavier weight clothing, such as jackets and trousers and also soft furnishings.”

Then there is the fabric made from  recycled plastic bottles (RPet). The raw material is derived 
solely from “post-consumer” sources. “It doesn’t contain any toxic substances, and no harmful 
chemicals are used in the manufacturing process. The fabric itself is amazing. You’d never think 
it was recycled plastic! Heavyweight, tightly-woven, with an amazing drape, it’s a satin, twill 
weave with a sheen on one side and a brushed finish on the other. Perfect for both clothing and 
interiors,” enthuses Charlie.

Offset Warehouse is also developing a range of textiles blending cotton with upcycled, 
pre-consumer denim waste. The waste is ground into a fibre, spun into new yarns and woven 
using no additional chemicals or dyes.

 “This saves a massive 20,000 litres of water per kilo of upcycled raw material and the results are 
stunning chambrays and denims, that have a significantly reduced environmental impact and at 
similar prices compared with conventional denim.”
 

Top left: Founder of Offset Warehouse, Charlie Ross, oversees production in Thai hand-weaving unit. 

The meteoric rise of 
             ethical products

TEX   fabric innovation TEX   the costumier
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I
ronically, Jane did not set out to join the family firm that had been started 
by her great grandfather just over 150 years ago. The product of an 
academic education, she went off to university to read economic history; 
while most of her contemporaries become accountants, that was not for 
Jane. While not creative in the purist sense she had a love of life drawing 
and was interested in product design. It was the latter than secured her a 
place at the Royal College of Art (RCA) design management and 
marketing course that involved working on live projects; this gave her the 
opportunity to network with some great designers. During that time she 

helped design a helmet for children with cerebral palsy based on a sports helmet and 
give a face lift to condom vending machines at the Lighthouse nightclub in London. 
All good fun and the full size model of the vending machine got her a job marketing 
ideas for David Carter Associates, who specialised in designing subway trains. Full of 
confidence fresh from the RCA Jane thought she would be ideal as the head of British 
Rail. Other opportunities came with various design-led business, including a jeweller 
(her mother was a silversmith) and a one point she set up her own product design 
business. That proved hard. With a talent for selling (inherited from her father), Jane 
joined the family business and started to promote the company’s printed cotton 
fabrics around the world learning about the industry as she progressed.

Like most long established textile companies there have been high and low 
times. When Jane joined the family firm, it was a general merchanting business. 
She changed its focus specialising in fabrics for bridal and occasionwear. 
However, the bridalwear business became even more competitive with the influx 
of low cost ready made dresses from China, and the market for daywear fashion 
were also challenging to say the least. Jane knew that for Makower to thrive it 
needed to create its own intellectual property.

Jane evaluated that this could be by having its own exclusive copyright print 
collection. This proved an astute move and now her brand INPRINT is becoming 
very well known for its quirky designs with a British feel, such as English seaside 
scenes, that sell particularly well into retail fabric shops, capitalising on the 
renaissance of home sewing.

“We prefer not to print other people’s designs,” explains Jane. “Our strength lies 
in having unique designs, beautifully drawn and beautifully printed. It is a real 
team effort with our own designers and printing team.”

Over the past five years Jane has built up her studio, bringing in young ambitious 
designers on a part-time basis. Creating around 60-70 prints a season, which will 
be stocked in bulk, is an expensive process yet the time taken by the designers 
represents just a fraction of a year’s work - around two months. While it did not 
make financial sense to employ designers full time, Jane wanted continuity and 
designers that felt a bond with the business. She also realised that the talented 
designers from art colleges needed to gain some business savvy if they were to 
make it in the “real world”, within Makower’s or elsewhere.

“In college, students do not get to understand how the industry works and the 

commercial insight they need if they are going to survive in the industry,” says Jane.
Looking to find a way to retain talented designers, she decided that there was value 
to be had in them going out and selling the work. “Customers like to hear about the 
designs they are buying and who better to talk to them about it than the designers 
themselves who can then take onboard the feedback to help formulate their next 
collection,” adds Jane. “Additionally by building good relationships with customers, 
order sizes increase so it is a real benefit to everyone.”

The first designer to go through the “programme” was Danielle Saletes, who at the 
October Textile Forum student briefing described her design/selling job to some 
100 students. The opportunity to go out and sell has given her a more secure job, 
that enables her to do what she loves: design. Now that Danielle has gained the 
skills, Jane has employed another art graduate in the office. Additionally, two 
interns have joined the company - one of 10 being funded this year by Texprint and 
Creativeskillset.

Since Jane took over the family business in 1999, sales have increased. 
Approximately one-third of the company’s business comes from its copyright 
cotton prints, designed in London, that sell to retail fabric shops.

It also has a volume plain fabric business, which includes long standing customers 
such as the John Lewis Partnership. When the store group celebrated its 150 year 
anniversary in 2014, two years after Makower reached this milestone, it wanted 
some of its archive designs printed and Jane secured the business - with the 
additional opportunity to sell the fabric exclusively overseas.

It is not surprising given Jane’s passion for the industry and interest and care in 
people that she has become an active member of the The Drapers’ Company, one 
of the 12 great London livery companies. Founded more than 600 years ago, it has 
evolved into a charitable organisation that addresses contemporary issues, 
ensuring continuing relevance through its philanthropic role. In 2019/20 Jane will 
have the honour of being made the second Lady Master of The Drapers Company. 
As this role will take up a considerable amount of time, Jane is already planning to 
ensure that the day-to-day Makower business continues to be run in the hands of 
an equally passionate team.

Our strength lies in having 
unique designs, beautifully 
drawn and beautifully printed

Any TEX reader who has attended one of Textile Forum’s student briefings could not fail 
to be inspired by the enthusiasm that Jane Makower has for the textile industry and her 
passion for bringing on young talent to work in the complex world of fabrics and fashion. 
At one briefing she was not sure everyone could hear her so she grabbed her samples and 
leapt onto a table and delivered her presentation high off the floor. If her enthusiasm is 
matched by her business agility, then the company should be safe for another generation.

TEX   Jane Makower Fabrics

A great passion  for prints …
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A great passion  for prints …

The revival in interest in home sewing is certainly helping to boost business for retail fabric shops. No longer associated with thrift, home sewing, alongside baking, painting 
and pottery, has become even more popular thanks to supporting TV shows. The next series of The Great British Sewing Bee, begins on BBC2 in May. Prints such as these 
from the INPRINT collection will be featuring in retail fabric shops across the country to tap into the renaissance of hand made items.

Bottom right: Jane Makower talking to students at the ‘Making it in Textiles conference ‘ in Bradford last October.. 

Bottom left: Danielle Saletes, who will become head of design and sales at Jane Makower Fabrics from 1 April.
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TEX   behind the designers …Phoebe Gormley

The all male bastion of Savile 
Row has been breached by 
Phoebe Gormley, the founder 
of the world famous street’s 
first made-to-measure tailors 
exclusively for women, Gormley 
& Gamble.

The first half of the company name is 
obvious, the second less so: it refers 
to the gamble that she took when she 
invested the funds that should have 

gone on her final year’s university tuition fees 
into her business plan to set up her own 
tailoring company.  

It took four months to set up the business and 
her first sale was in October 2014 - to the chief 
executive of Virgin Money, who bought 12 
items on  Phoebe’s first day and set up a direct 
debit for a jacket/dress combo each month. 
According to Phoebe, she got a great deal.

Women in the Row:   whatever next?
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Women in the Row:   whatever next?
Tailors started doing business in the Savile Row area of London in the late 
18th century and since then the street has seen many changes. Today, the 
Row combines tailoring establishments whose history goes back more 
than 200 years, and whose customers came from a certain social circle and 
profession, to newer firms whose customers are not just younger but from 
a much broader representation of the public: but all have an appreciation 
for quality and value.

Alongside that is a growing desire by consumers for personalisation – not 
just of their trainers and T-shirts – but for all their clothing, and that is 
something that the tailors and dressmakers can provide – and it is a trend 
that is growing which augurs well for Phoebe’s business.

You studied costume design, do you think bespoke tailors actually create a “costume” 
for their customers i.e. A design that reflects the personality of the wearer?

There’s a definite element of dressing up to our pieces – we want women to feel like 
they can take on the world in a G&G! However, I’d probably say a G&G design is more 
of a second-skin than a costume. We want to enhance our customer’s natural style and 
personality, rather than masking or disguising.

How would you describe your style compared with other tailors on the Row?

I think that G&G’s style draws on the quality, history and heritage of Savile Row. We’re 
very traditional in that way. However, all our designs have a fresh, modern and 
feminine edge – whether that’s a mother-of-pearl button, custom printed lining (a 
popular choice is the customer’s Instagram feed!) or flash of colour under a collar.

Who is your “mentor” and why?

Gary Kingham, an old hat on the Row taught me everything I need to know – as well 
as who to meet! Savile Row is still quite old-fashioned in that sense. It’s a very small 
community, and it pays to know as many people at possible – all the tailors look out for 
each other.  He sadly passed away last year but I will always be very grateful to him.
e designs, beautifully drawn and beautifully printed.
If you could only work with one fabric, what would it be?

Not the most original choice, but I would have to pick cashmere. We’ve been 
making some super-luxe coats in it recently, and they are so soft and warm 
wearing one is like floating about in a cloud.

How is technology affecting the bespoke tailoring sector? From the actual creation of 
an outfit to how you communicate with customers, get orders and promote yourself

Technology plays a huge part at G&G. We use precision laser-cutting to cut all of 
our fabrics. It takes a matter of seconds, compared to days by hand, and also 
reduces human error. This is one of the main reasons we are able to keep our 
prices so competitive, so technology is very important to us.  We reach our 
customers through a variety of media and events; however nothing beats good 
old-fashioned word of mouth!

Who would you like to dress?

Emma Watson – she looks great in a tuxedo - Kate Middleton and Laura Bailey. 
They each have very different styles, so it would be really interesting dreaming 
up the perfect G&G piece for them.

What fashion designers or retailers do you admire?

I have a huge amount of admiration for the men’s tailors we shop share with – 
Cad & The Dandy. Their business is super-dynamic and robust, and their suits to 
die for!

What part of tailoring do you find the hardest?

It very rarely happens, but I find it really hard calling customers to tell them that the 
fabric they chose is out of stock! Still, that’s the beauty of a bespoke piece – the 
materials you work with are so special that these things do occasionally occur.

What do you find the easiest?

Meeting all the wonderful ladies I get to dress! Fittings are like catching up with 
an old friend.

Fast forward five years: what will you be doing?

Hopping between Paris, New York and London. We’d love to expand abroad, so 
I imagine that will probably be the next step.

If you did not create your own clothes, whom would you choose and why: day, 
evening wear, sportswear

Day: Uniqlo – their fabrics and quality are great. Eveningwear on budget: Ghost, 
no budget: Elie Saab. Sportswear has to be Lorna Jane. They are an Australian 
fitness brand and their pieces always make me feel motivated.

Where are you most creative?

Late at night, when everyone else has left the showroom, and I can crank the 
music up and let my creative juices flow.

What are going to be the next big trend in tailoring for men/women?

I think personalisation is going to become a big thing across male and female 
tailoring. Both markets want something unique and special to them – so that 
could be monogramming or custom-printed linings. That side of the business is 
really exploding for us and I don’t see it slowing down anytime soon.

What would you save if there was a fire at your workshop?

My two Hannah’s! They are my communications manager and my wardrobe 
manager.

What is your favourite TV programme/film/music genre/book?

Love a bit of Jilly Cooper. A true guilty pleasure. Music wise, anything you can 
dance too. My favourite TV programme has to be Gossip Girl, and film is 
Shawshank Redemption.

What could you not live without?

Deliveroo.

Any regrets? 

Maybe – but everything does happen for a reason.

Words of advice for a student who wants to become a tailor?

Get as much experience as possible! Try and work with as many different tailors 
as possible – they’ll each have different styles, and will teach you tricks that will 
shape and form the tailor you will become.

Phoebe Gormley works with tweed from Chanel’s original supplier, Italian wool, machine 
washable silk, Scottish cashmere and British merino wool. Phoebe shop shares with tailors Cad 
and the Dandy making the dreams of a 15 year old girl come true
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TEX   corporatewear

EXIT

A few years back, a national survey conducted by J.D. Power and Associates for the textile service industry 
found that customers are more inclined to do business with employees who wear uniforms because they 
stood out as professionals and were seen as being more competent and knowledgeable. Those survey 
results hold true today and can translate into real bottom line benefits for those companies choosing a 
managed uniform program for their employees, says Hayley Somerscales, Editor at Professional Clothing 
director-e. 

“You want to feel comfortable and confident at work and with statistics showing well-designed workwear 
can improve the productivity of employees, more businesses are looking to work with designers to create 
their uniforms. Named designers offer higher quality garments using innovative fabrics and trimmings for 
comfortable yet stylish corporate clothing.” 

Regular visitor to Textile Forum Lynn Mackie reveals how she helps luxury brands’ staff look the part to Savannah Lui.*

Creating luxury workwear for some of the world’s 
most innovative hospitality and retail brands, Lynn 
Mackie is at the forefront of corporate fashion trends.

Her eponymous company creates distinctive, 
on-brand looks for businesses including luxury 
hotels, bars and retailers such as Fortnum & Mason.  

But stitching specific brand aesthetics together with 
practicality issues is no easy job. 

With a CV that includes stints in bridalwear and 
working alongside double British Designer of the 
Year winner Helen Storey, Mackie is able to bring a 
fashion element to uniforms, which defies the 
perception of dull polyester dominating the sector. 

Using man-made and mixed fabrics, including 
polyester wool stretch – one of her preferred qualities 
– she is able to create durable, crease-free uniforms 
that are as stylish as they are practical. 

And hers is no method-driven cookie cutter company. 
For each project there is a wealth of research spooled 
in to the designs that really focus on the wearers’ 
needs. Pocket inserts for notepads, corkscrews or 
pens, for instance, have all helped make workers’ 
lives easier. 

Likewise, says Mackie, even the linings are made with 
staff in mind.

“We do not just use satin, as most other employers 
do, but polyester/cotton,” she explains, “It is more 
durable and congruent with sweat, which makes it 
long wearing, absorbent and cool.”   

Mackie also uses Lycra in many of her designs citing 
its aftercare and quality. “When it comes to washing, 
wearing and steam pressing, it doesn’t leave ghastly 
lines across the uniforms,” she explains. 

In terms of colour, Mackie avoids black, which is the 
“go to” colour for corporatewear, because as it fades, 
it looks washed out. Instead, she will steer a customer 
toward dark charcoal or navy, which hide stains and 
make-up marks around the collar. 

Perhaps surprisingly though, she doesn’t avoid white 
and by using canvas – which can be boil washed – 
clients can confidently enjoy the James Bond-esque 
appeal of a white bar jacket without fearing spills. 

But such stark formality is becoming rare, says 
Mackie. 

“Even Fortnum & Mason is becoming more casual 
with a canvas utility waistcoat and jacket for the 
1950s soda bar feel,” she reveals. 

Mackie identifies this fusion of heritage formality and 
a more relaxed feel as the key trend in the evolution 
of uniforms. “I recently designed an Italian wool 
waistcoat but I experimented with denim instead; 
same style, different fabric and a much more trendy 
vibe.” 

So there are fewer starchy suits and more Converse 
pumps on the uniform agenda.  “Most restaurant staff 
tend to be young, slim and want a skinny, more 
trendy pant,” explains Mackie, who is also working 
with Rhubarb Catering Company as well as London’s 
highest public garden, the Sky Garden, as well as 

restaurants owned by D & D, Roka & Zuma, which 
operates worldwide, and the The Norman 5 star 
boutique hotel in Tel Aviv.. 

She is also involved with the Arts Club, which has 
used linen since opening to echo the retro ‘20s feel,   
to provide uniforms that are stylish, versatile and hard 
wearing but also have a soft smooth feel.

And Mackie herself is cut from tough stuff.  After a 
foundation course at London college Ravensbourne 
she went back home to Edinburgh where she gained  
a BA Hons and Masters in fashion. Returning to 
London she took an internship with Joe Casley- 
Hayford then moved onto Arabella Pollen, as a 
sample machinist. Not long after, she was promoted 
to production assistant but then was made redundant. 
A week later, Mackie joined Helen Storey as a 
production manager and stayed put for four years. 

Upon meeting her then partner, Alexander Campbell, 
they opened four shops in London. “We sold to 
socialites and celebs such as Victoria Beckham and 
Christina Ricci but we both went separate ways and I 
continued with my label: i,”  she explains. “I then fell 
into uniforms and the corporate sector, it was what 
was right at the time and is still right today.” 

*As part of its support for young talent, Textile Forum 
has linked with the London College of Fashion to 
contribute articles to TEX. This feature was produced 
by Savannah Lui BA Fashion Journalism (Hons).

In good company
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In good company

(clockwise from top left)

Orange and green tops -Zuma, London

Bow blouse - Norman Hotel, Tel Aviv
Cream dress - Norman Hotel, Tel Aviv
Silk blouse detail – The Arts Club, London
Purple shirt – Coya, London
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Sourcing the perfect garment manufacturer is never easy and is 
becoming even harder as the traditional overseas sourcing regions 
have become more expensive . As such designers, brands and retailers 
are being challenged to find alternative locations, which allow them to 
protect gross margins while maintaining key requirements regarding 
quality, capabilities, innovation and corporate social responsibility.

To remain competitive in the current climate, susceptible to changing 
trends and low predictability, more companies are looking to source 
production closer to home. However, Sue Butler, director, Kurt Salmon, 
retail and consumer goods consultants whose heritage lies in the fashion 
sector, warns that businesses need to be aware that any change in sorting 
location must not be at the expense of product innovation and quality, 
which would put uniqueness and character of the brand at risk. 

Additionally, establishing and maintaining sustainable and ethical 
sources of supply will be a key priority in 2016. 

“Millennial shoppers and external stakeholders are increasingly questioning the origins of 
a product and its manufacturing processes,” adds Sue. “This impacts all brands, not just the 
discount and mass market players; for some brands this will mean they will need to build their 
internal sourcing capabilities and get much closer to their upstream supply chain operations.”

A review of traditional sourcing strategies, she says, provides an opportunity to enter new 
high-potential sourcing regions, shorten transport routes and reduce the dependency on 
China, which is becoming increasingly more expensive, as the number one production 
country. 

“More than ever, differentiated supply chains with the ability to flexibly prioritise speed, 
cost, and innovation based on true consumer needs, are the key tools for successful product 
development and sourcing operations,” she confirms.

“Being able to respond to the latest trends will remain a critical capability for apparel supply 
chains. Fashion brands that cannot respond within just a few weeks to turn around products 
from concept to customer, will struggle to maintain relevance. Apparel leaders in 2016 will 
be able to do more than fast-follow though; their success will hinge on their ability to create 
new and differentiated iconic products, which become statement pieces for the season. In the 
hyper competitive apparel market of 2016 differentiated product will be a key lever to attract 
and maintain profitable customers.”

The new unpredictable nature of the weather also presents a big challenge for brands used to 
planning merchandise largely based on historical performance. “In 2016 apparel brands must 
review their seasonal calendars, consider the benefits of smaller more regular merchandise 
collections and upgrade their planning and forecasting capabilities,” advises Sue.

Outside of China
China is no longer a low cost production country. While wages have tripled over the 
last decade productivity gains have been less and less able to level out the effect on 
overall production costs.

While some of the shifts away from China to countries such as Bangladesh and 
Pakistan, have been down to pure cost considerations, there have also been significant 
moves to markets with higher production costs but faster reactivity and capability – 
and also with the ease of monitoring ethical and environmental performance. For 
instance, Turkey, Tunisia and Poland have increased their share of sourcing in the 
denim sector despite their cost structures being higher; brands have learnt that they 
can offer excellent technical capabilities to help with product innovation and have 
shorter lead times, which result in better product and often improved final margins.

China has become the middle ground for sourcing, stuck between both ends of the 
continuum of fast or cheap. There is no doubt that the high level of capability in 
China means it will continue to play a major role in apparel sourcing for many years, 
but a balanced portfolio will include China alongside a mix of low cost and high 
speed countries, explains Sue.

Emerging markets such as Africa and Cambodia will grow in importance as supplier 
capabilities mature.

The 12th edition of Kurt Salmon’s ‘Global Sourcing Reference’ analyses current 
developments and compares costs (at product level) of 46 of the most important 
global sourcing regions. For more information, please contact Sue Butler at Kurt 
Salmon  sue.butler@kurtsalmon.com

  

Source: Kurt Salmon Global Sourcing Reference
 
Production Cost Index Changes of Selected Countries 2005 – 2015
Base: 100  = UK 
Production costs in China are moving closer to those in Eastern Europe and Turkey (PCI 47) 
and are now higher than countries in the southern European rim such as Morocco (PCI 31). 
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TEX   sourcing TEX   the costumier
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At the other end of the spectrum are the printers that utilise the latest 
technology to create intricate prints in rich colour ways at prices that mean that 
one off designs or short runs are an option. Gone are the days when printing 
by machine was associated simply with slogans on T-shirts.

Nowadays, printing a fabric that features photographic and tonal images is 
simple, quick and efficient thanks to ever advancing methods of digital textile 
printing. Leading designers such as Mary Katranzou have built their reputations 
on innovative print designs whilst other designers such as Julien Macdonald 
have used print to enhance collections. 

We see printed fabric everyday but do we really know what it takes to create 
it? In this article, Forest Digital, which has been supplying the fashion and print 
industries for more than 20 years, explains the steps to creating printed fabric. 
Forest Digital oversees every step in the process - from selecting base fabric 
from handpicked mills, to sourcing the best new inks and software to retain its 
leading position in the market place.

While the designers create most of the prints, a major part of Forest Digital’s 
work is to help them rework colours and repeats to ensure the best print result 
possible. “A common mistake that some designers make when they supply 
prints is not taking into consideration the scale of the image. The resolution is 
key to getting a sharp and clean print, so making sure files are created with a 
300 dpi setting is vital,” says Forest Digital. 

 The 5-step process
1. The fabric arrives in its raw form, without the addition of dyes, softening 
agents or chemical coatings. The fabric is then pre-treated, by washing it in a 
mixture of “coating” chemicals and agents, which will enable the dye to stick 
to the fabric. 
2. Once treated, the fabric is loaded onto the printer and printed either using 
an acid dye set for silk based fabric or a reactive dye set for cottons. The ink is 
laid down with upmost precision and a colour profile makes sure that the 
colour translates perfectly from computer screen to physical print. The level of 
saturation is also determined depending on the fabric to ensure the sharpest 
image.
3. The inks are then “set” securely within the fabric by passing through a 
steamer. This ensures that all the prints stay colourfast and that the inks are 
truly bonded to the fibers in the fabric. The time and heat of the steamer varies 
depending on the composition of the fabric.
4. Once steamed the fabric is ready for washing, but not in a conventional 
washing machine. A special washing machine pulls the fabric slowly through 
turning drums while washing away any residue added to the water that may be 
left from the inks. At this point a softening agent may be added to water to 
achieve a softer handle to the fabric. 
5. The fabric then goes through a quality control to check all aspects of the 
print and finish, before being shipped to the client. 

Captions (clockwise from top):  Julien Macdonald Age of Reason Athena Procopiou

Designers have had a long-standing love 
affair with prints from early screen and 
block printing to the evolution of digital 
printing as it stands today. Designers and 
artists now have the ability to choose 
from various techniques in which to create 
their prints. Many still use screen-printing 
to get a more tactile look to prints 
however the colours and details are 
limited and it is a lengthy process making 
it not always the best option. 

TEX   digital printing

In print - Behind the 
Runway Looks
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Trend 2 - Paradiso
A dreamy and feminine direction with sunset tones featuring. Delicate in its 
offering from fine gauge knits through to decorative jacquard and lace. 
Natural, manmade and synthetic yarns feature in offering a divine touch as 
well as renewed luminosity as matte and bright yarns complement in 
structures.

Scroll like motifs and tone-on-tone linear relief add delicate detail to vapoury 
surfaces. Soft mesh is manipulated into frou-frou trims and inserts. Hand touch 
is silky, soft and sensual with hosiery weight knits taking on a decorative 
detail. Micro pointelle and punch out features, with a soft hand and vintage 
feel feature in allover stretch jacquards. The colour palette complements the 
mood in delicate tones, anchored by the depth of indigo blues.

What’s Trending?

• Tone-on-tone marbled melange
• Brilliant yarns stand out in jacquards on matte bases
• Natural touch power lace
• Delicate prints and embroidery
• Ruffled and manipulated surfaces enhance micro fine structures

For more information visit: Underlines Magazine 
www.underlinesmagazine.com

TEX   lingerie 

PARADISO S/S 17
Brilliant yarns contrast with matte for new
generation lustre

Micro pointelle &
pretty mesh structures

Natural touch power lace

Marbled melange effects

Delicate prints

PANTONE® -  TPX  Textile Paper Reference

19-4229
TPX

14-1324
TPX

12-0825
TPX

13-2004
TPX

17-2127
TPX

FRIVOLITYS/S 17
16-4535

TPX
18-3633

TPX
18-2333

TPX
16-1363 

TPX
12-0752

TPX

PANTONE® -  TPX  Textile Paper Reference

Delicate openwork

Ornate appreciation

Sassy & kitsch

Vibrancy of colour and touch

Intense tones on
compact surfaces -

matte and bright
lustre

All about the trends
Textile Forum’s media partner Underlines has pulled together the two key trends 
for spring/summer 2017 to help with your fabric choices for the new season.

Trend 1 - Frivolity
It’s time to have some fun and get jolly: break the mould of conforming and 
create something new and eye-catching with a carnival spirit merging with a 
hint of Las Vegas! This is a loud and vibrant trend with its roots deeply 
steeped in nature. Cotton and other soft cellulosic fibres deliver a super soft 
touch with newly developed synthetics and spandex that maintain a strong 
colour sense complement.

Buoyant and bubbly, fabric textures range from smooth and compact to 
raised and irregular. Lace and embroidery go sassy and kitsch in surface 
effects. This is sophisticated opulence that is heavily hinged on the bravado 
of breaking form. Be brave and viva la vida!

What’s Trending?

• Intense vibrant tones feature in all fabrics
• Raised and crazy surface lace
• Kitsch and sassy prints
• Paper touch knits
• Playful ruffled trims
• Organic inspired openwork - vein-like in appearance 
• Fringed trims and bling embellishment
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TEX   lingerie TEX    getting to know ...cotton

Apart from clothing, cotton and its by-products are used to 
make bank notes (American ‘paper’ money is a blend of 75% 
cotton and 25% linen), margarine, rubber and medical supplies. 
The first light bulb manufactured by Thomas Edison in the late 
1800s used a cotton thread filament.
 
Like other natural fibres, cotton has been around for thousands of years. The Arabs 
brought Quoton to Europe in 800 AD, however, fragments of the fibre have been 
found in Mexico, Peru and Pakistan dating back to 5000 BC.  Today, cotton is grown 
in tropical and sub tropical climates, with India, China, the US, Pakistan, Brazil and 
Uzbekistan the major producers.

There are a number of varieties of cotton, and the length of the fibre determines 
the quality; the longer the fibre the smoother and softer. Fibres can range from 
15 to 50cms long. The fibre from one 227kg cotton bale can produce about l,000 
shirts, 215 pairs of jeans, 250 single bed sheets, 1,200 T-shirts, 2,100 pairs of boxer 
shorts, 3,000 nappies, 4,300 pairs of socks or 680,000 cotton balls 

Cotton is a firm favourite for luxury shirtings, with some 2 m needed for a typical 
formal men’s shirt. White is still the best selling colour followed by blue.   Two-fold 
cotton is accepted as the standard for the world reknown Jermyn Street shirt 
makers. This quality takes two very finely spun yarns which are then twisted 
together before the fabric is woven to create a luxurious fabric with a natural sheen, 
a silk like handle, coupled with durability.

According to Mayur Tejura of Ringhart Fabrics twills and royal Oxfords 
continue to be firm favourites as they are easy to wear and iron while still being   
100 per cent natural without any finishes.

The cotton quiz
1. In which century was cotton first spun in England? 

2. What is a cotton gin?

3. Until the Industrial Revolution--when methods to maintain colour consistency 
were developed--cotton was actually grown in assorted shades. These included 
brown, rust and light purple? True ☐ or False  ☐

4. Cotton grows on trees? True ☐ or False ☐

5. How long does it take for a cotton plant  to reach maturity, ready for harvest? 
90-120 days  ☐ 180-200 days  ☐  25-300 days  ☐

6. Guess the weave

Popular cottons

Calico  Basic plain weave 

Chambray (Cambrai north France) Plain weave. Medium to light weight.Coloured warp   
 and a white weft. Mottled appearance

Cheesecloth  Sometimes called butter muslin; loosely woven 

Drill Twill weave for trousers and skirts

Egyptian cotton    Long staple.approx 40mm long. Cream. The finest of   
 cotton fibres. Between 1 and 4 dtex

Gabardine Medium weight. Trousers and suits. Twill weave

Gingham  Checked plain weave

Lawn  Light and fine plain weave

Madras  Brightly checked cottons, sometimes with 
 seersucker  effect

Mull Very soft spun. Used for veils and turbans

Organdy  Very fine and thin.Stiff and wiry used for collars;
 Finest cotton woven

Poplin  Plain weave with slight ridge. Used for shirtings. Very  
 closely woven. May crease and pucker at the seams   
 owing to its dense construction

Sateen Sateen weave. Gives smooth effect. Dresses and suits

Sea Island Cotton Can reach a length of 56cm .White. Has the longest   
 staple,second finest diameter and the highest lustre.  
 hand picked. Expensive luxury fibre. Grown on USA   
 coast and the Caribbean

Seersucker  Plain weave. Warp has alternative loose and tight   
 tension to give puckered effect 

Voile (French for veil) Fine sheer lightweight. Made with high twist yarns.   
 Soft fabric with good drape 

Counting the 
threads

 1. 18th – 1730  2. A machine that quickly and easily separates cotton fibres from their seeds  3. True  4. True 5. 180 – 200 days 6. (1) Twill (2) Oxford (3) Herringbone (4) Marcella

1 2 3 4
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TEX   the exhibitors
A W Hainsworth & Sons  B8 
Tel: 0113 3955618
Web: hainsworth.co.uk
Email: ivanarosinova@hainsworth.co.uk
Contacts: Ivana Rosinova, Julie Greenough

Alan Litman  C5 
Tel: 0115 970 8992/07917 4136
Web: litmansfabrics.com
Email: sales@litmansfabrics.com
Contacts: Craig Sherwin

Anbo Textiles  A3 
Tel: 01494 450155
Web: anbo.co.uk
Email: otto@anbo.co.uk
Contacts: Otto Hamelink

Basinghall (UK) (See Gallia Textiles) D7
Belinac of France   (See Bradshaw & Bradshaw) B4 
Bella Tela B7 
Tel: 01823 257072
Web: www.bellatela.co.uk
Email: sales@bellatela.co.uk
Contacts: Richard Mannion, Tina Harris, Charlotte Batstone

Bennett Silks   C4 
Tel: 0161 476 8600
Web: bennett-silks.co.uk
Email: sales@bennett-silks.co.uk
Contacts: Mike Bennett, Emma Cleverly

Bernstein & Banleys D2  
Tel: 0844 800 3630
Web: theliningcompany.co.uk
E-mail:sales@qualitylinings.co.uk; shop@theliningcompany.co.uk
Contacts: Jonathan Bernstein, Fran Bardhi, Dan Thompson, Liza Croft

Bradshaw & Bradshaw B4 
(Also Belinac of France, Denholme, Solstiss, Ruffo Coli Tessuti)   
Tel: 020 7255 2333
Email: bradshawmatthew@btconnect.com
Contacts: David Bradshaw, Matthew Bradshaw

Carrington Fabrics (Also John Kaldor) B3  
Tel: 01204 692223
Web: carringtonfabrics.co.uk
Email: sales@carringtonfabrics.co.uk
Contacts: Mike Fullagar, Cheryl Huddart, Robert Moyle

Chrisanne Clover E6   
Tel: 0208 640 5921
Web: www.chrisanne-clover.com
Email : sales@chrisanne-clover.com
Contact: Samira Huseynova

Cluny Lace E2   
Tel : 00 44 115 932 5031
Web: http://www.clunylace.com
Email: sales@clunylace.co.uk
Contact: Charles Mason

Colin Desreumaux (See Michael’s Bridal Fabrics) E8
Creative Skillset (See UK Fashion & Textile Association) A5

Darquer/Groupe Noyon   A4 
Tel: + 33 3 21 46 7900
Web: noyon-dentelle.com
Email: fheumel@noyondentelle.com
Contacts: Francois Heumel, Simon Lambert, Martine Mercier

Denholme (See Bradshaw & Bradshaw)  B4 
Dimoda (See Henry Bertrand)   B1
Dugdale Bros & Co   E5 
Tel: 0148 442 1772
Web: dugdalebros.com
Email: enquiries@dugdalebros.com 
Contacts: Simon Glendenning

Fashion & Textile Children’s Trust   B5 
Tel: 0300 123 9002
Web: www.ftct.org.uk
Email: grants@ftct.org.uk
Contacts: Anna Pangbourne, Jill Haines, Janet Martin

Fashion Angels (See UK Fashion & Textile Association)  A5
Forest Digital   D6 
Tel: 01825 760495
Web: forestdigital.co.uk
Email: lauren@forestdigital.co.uk
Contacts: Lauren Pooley

Forster Rohner (See Henry Bertrand)  B1
G H Leathers   E4 
Tel: 01933 311116 
Web: leathermerchants.com
Email: sales@leathermerchants.com
Contacts: Amos Hill, Ayeisha Brown, Jonathan Davy

Gallia  Textiles  D7
Tel: 01708 456068
Web:galliatextiles.co.uk
Email: info@galliatextiles.co.uk
Contacts: Nick Haymen, Malcolm Swart

Graham Smith Fabrics   C3 
Tel: 01274 507022
Web: grahamsmithfabrics.co.uk
Email: gsfabrics@btconnect.com
Contacts: Graham Smith, Andrew Smith

Hand & Lock  E3 
Tel: 0207 580 7488
Web: www.handembroidery.com
Email: robert@handembroidery.com
Contact: Robert McCaffrey

Henry Bertrand (Also Dimoda, Forster Rohner) B1 
Tel: 020 7424 7000
Web: henrybertrand.co.uk
Email: sales@henrybertrand.co.uk
Contacts: David Burke, Jamie Morgan

Holland & Sherry Group (Also Joseph H Clissold) A7 
Tel: 01721 720101
Web: hollandandsherry.com
Email: taylor@hollandandsherry.co.uk, hasnaa@hollandandsherry.co.uk
Contacts: Lindsay Taylor, Hasnaa Nabeebocus

Interstiss (See Michael’s Bridal Fabrics) E8
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James Hare  A8 
Tel: 0113 243 1204
Web: james-hare.com
Email: sales@james-hare.com
Contacts: Charlie Hare, Saffron Hare

Jane Makower Fabrics C2
Tel: 01491 412391
Web: makower.co.uk
Email: fabrics@makower.co.uk
Contacts: Jane Makower, Ros Maskell, Danie Saletes

Jones and Co (Nottingham)  C1 
Tel: 0115 978 1263
Web: jonesnottm.co.uk
Email: buttonsales@jonesnottm.co.uk
Contacts: John Ashley

José Maria Ruiz B6 
Tel: +34 914 029 890/+44 1444 412523
Web: josemariaruiz.com
Email: info@josemariaruiz.com; atilla@ortac.co.uk
Contacts: José María Ruiz, Atilla Ortac (UK agent)

Joseph H Clissold (See Holland & Sherry) A7
Laurent Garigue Partnership  A1 
Tel: 020 7371 1777
Email: info@laurentgarigue.com
Contacts: Laurent Garigue, Dudley Ward

Marco Lagattolla  E12
Tel: +39 02 668 01 330
Web: marcolagattolla.it
Email: james@marcolagattolla.it
Contacts: James Micottis

McElroy Fabrics E8
Tel : 0115 944 111
Email: studio@mcelroyfabrics.co.uk
Website: mcelroyfabrics.co.uk
Contact : Cindy Ball

Michael’s Bridal Fabrics  E8
(Also Colin Desreumaux, Interstiss, Ramon Santaeularia) 
Tel: 01322 380 480
Web: michaelsbridalfabrics.co.uk
Email: admin@michaelsbridalfabrics.co.uk
Contacts: Michael Bristow, Barry Bristow, Natalie Peters

The National Weaving Co  D4
Tel: 01834 861 446
Web: nationalweaving.co.uk
Email: sales@nationalweaving.co.uk
Contacts: Louise Bradley, Scott Bradley

Nunoya  B9
Tel: +34 93 3104430
Web: nunoya.com
Email: sean@nunoya.com
Contacts: Sean Banbury

Offset Warehouse D1
Tel: 020 8123 9222
Web: www.offsetwarehouse.com
Email: info@offsetwarehouse.com
Contact: Charlie Ross

Omnisew    E7
Tel:  0117 9569991
Web: omnisew.com
Email:david@omnisew.com
Contacts: David Cottell

Partap Fashion Fabrics E1
Tel: 0208 813 8264
Web: partapfashions.com
Email: harveer@partapfashions.com
Contacts: Kulwinder Sanghera, Harveer Sanghera, Ranjeet Jawanda

Plus Samples D3
Tel: 0208 9308308
Web: plussamples.co.uk
Email: info@plussamples.co.uk
Contact: Nailya Belkacemi

Pongees  C6
Tel: 020 7739 9130
Web: pongees.co.uk
Email: sales@pongees.co.uk
Contacts: Will Steele, Nick Moore, Nikki Steele

R A SMART E9
Tel: 01625 576 255
Web: rasmart.co.uk
Email: Alison.Smart@rasmart.co.uk
Contact: Alison Smart

Ramon Santaeularia (See Michael’s Bridal Fabrics) E8
Ringhart Fabrics  A6
Tel: 020 8335 4700
Web: ringhart.com
Email: mayur@ringhart.com
Contacts: Mayur Tejura

Ruffo Coli Tessuti (See Bradshaw & Bradshaw) B4
Sanmartin D5
Tel: 00 351 91 407 91 78 
Web: sanmartin.pt
Email: filipa.cortez@sanmartin.pt
Contact: Filipa Cortez

Schwarzschild Ochs  A2
Tel: 020 7387 2775
Web: sochs.co.uk
Email: sales@sochs.co.uk
Contacts: Robin Alexander, Richard Collin, Hannah Jackson

Solstiss (See Bradshaw & Bradshaw)  B4
Tiss et Teint  C7
Tel: 014845 12121
Web: tiss-et-teint.be
Email: david.sewell@btconnect.com
Contacts: David Sewell (UK agent)

UK Fashion & Textile Association A5
(Also Creative Skillset, Fashion Angels)   
Tel: 020 7843 9460
Web: ukft.org / letsmakeithere.org
Email: info@ukft.org
Contacts: Melissa Tang

Yuwa Shoten Co   A9
Tel: + 81 6 6947 6777
Web: yuwafabrics.e-biss.jp
Email: info@yuwafabrics.com
Contacts: Hisako Fukui, Carolyn Murdoch

TEX   the exhibitors
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*Denotes more than one brand

B4 Bradshaw & Bradshaw: Belinac of France, 
 Denholme, Solstiss, Ruffo Coli Tessuti 

B3 Carrington Fabrics: John Kaldor 
B1 Henry Bertrand: Dimoda, Forster Rohner
A7 Holland & Sherry: Joseph H Clissold
E8 Michael’s Bridal Fabrics: Colin Desreumaux, Interstiss, Ramon Santaeularia
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Trust 
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Sherry
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Hand 
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Lock 
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Leathers
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D4
National 
Weaving Co

A5 
UKFT/
Creative Skillset/
Fashion Angels

STAIRS TO 
1ST FLOOR

E10 
McElroy Fabrics



TEX    charity partner 
Could £250 help your family?
We all know the feeling, you carefully stretch your money from month to month, renewing this and paying for 
that and then it happens. The washing machine breaks down or the eldest rips a hole in his new school blazer. 
Unexpected and unavoidable costs can send anyone’s household budget into a spin. 

So who would you turn to when you need cash in a hurry? Friends? Family? What about a charity? 
For many families working in UK fashion and textiles, the Fashion & Textile Children’s Trust (FTCT) provides 
practical help during a tight financial spot. 

From buying school uniform for a child’s first day at school, to providing specialist equipment for a teenager 
with disabilities, FTCT grants can help parents and carers just like you.

             

Melina runs her own womenswear label and recently applied for an FTCT grant:
 
“I love working in the fashion and textile industry but it doesn’t always bring in enough money. 

When I saw FTCT at a trade show I felt stressed and burdened because I couldn’t afford basic 
items such as clothing for my son Danny or furniture for his bedroom. Asking for help was hard, 
but FTCT is friendly and non-judgemental and the application process was simple. 

FTCT gave us a grant for £250 and it has really helped. Danny was so happy when he got his 
furniture and clothing and it has improved his quality of life. For any other parent out there I 
would say, don’t think twice about contacting FTCT. These charities are in place to help you. You 
do not need to be ashamed.” 

Melina’s story 

The National Childrenswear Association (NCWA) looks after the 
interests of all those involved in the childrenswear industry. 

 
Manufacturers, retailers (both large and small) and agents can all 
benefit from the advice and information NCWA offers on issues 

ranging from standards to labelling to employment law. 
 

Associate Membership is available to suppliers to the industry and 
to companies based outside the UK and Ireland. 

 
All members enjoy a free page on NCWA’s website and the 

opportunity to obtain discounts on a range of services, including 
insurance and energy prices.

 
Find out more by contacting us at 

www.ncwa.co.uk; enquiries@ncwa.co.uk
And follow us on Twitter @ncwa1

https://www.facebook.com/NationalChildrenswearAssociation/

Sewing machines … steamers ….. irons 
… high quality cutters … heated, vacuum 

ironing boards 

for independent fashion designers, wedding dress 
manufacturers, retailers

Omnisew.com

Contact: David Cottell

Who can apply? 
To be eligible, you must be the parent or full-time carer of a child aged between 0-18 years 
and either be currently or recently employed (within the last 9 years) in the UK fashion and 
textile industry. This includes retail, head office, manufacturing, wholesale, design, distribution, 
bridal wear, menswear, knitwear, soft furnishings etc.  
For more information visit www.ftct.org.uk or call 0300 123 9002 
(Calls cost no more than your standard rate) 

With no application deadlines and just one simple form to fill in, getting help from FTCT is quick and easy, all you 
have to do is get in touch. 
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